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The Juvenile Welfare Board and its affiliated agencies

have dedicated themselves to tweeting some of the basic
needs of children
The following statements were taken
from the Childrents Charter
Pbrr
evdry child spiritual and

moral training to help him o
atittd firm under the pressure
of Ufa

Pbr every child understanding
and the guarding of his per

For evsry child a cccmnvdty
which recognise and PUn for

his needs protects him against
physical dangers moral hazards

and disease provides him with

s6nality as his most precious

safe and wholesome places for
play and recreation and makes
provision for L his cultural and

right

social needs

Pbr every child a home and that
love security which a hcme
and
providea and for that child

For every cbLId who is blind
deaf crippled or otherwise
physically handicapped and for
the child who is mentally handi

must receive foster care
who
the nearest substitute for his

capped such measures as will

own home

early discover and diagnose his

Pbr every child from birth
through adolescence prcmation

handicap care and
treatment and so train him
that he may become an asset to

of health inc2uc ing health
instruction and a health pro
gram wholesme physical and
mental recreation with teach

ers and leaders adequately
trained

For every child a school which

is safe from hazards sanitary

properl equipped lighted and
ventilated

For younger chil

dren nursery schools and kinder
gartens to supplement home
care

society rather than a liabili
ty Expenses of these services

should beborne publicly where

they cannot be privately met
Pbr every child who is in con
flict with society the right to

be dealt with intelligently as
s charge not eocietyes
society
outcast with the home the

school the chureh the mart
and the institution when
needed shaped to return h1m

whenever pos
ble to the noam l
stream of life

For EM child these
of race or color or
he may live
vender the
American

rights regardless
wherever
situation
protection of the
flags

The purpose of the Juvenile Welfare Board is to organize and

foster services in the County in order to prevent delinquency
and mental Mness in juveniles and through cooperative

g to fill gaps in services available to vulnerable
plannir
youth through a longrange child welfare program
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INTRODUCTION

Child Welfare in Pinellas County

The Twelfth Annual Report of the Juvenile Welfare Board summarizes ser

vices to children in Pinellas County during 195859 a year in which tremendous
population growth has continued

The citizens of Pinellas County have recognized that the proper care of
children deprived of normal family life is essential to the general welfare

Our people know that when these deprived children grow up to reproduce them
selves they become sources of social infection as serious as carriers of typhoid
or diphtheria

We have recognized that just as preventive health measures have

reduced these diseases so have citizen support and public taxation reduced the
number of deprived children in our County and the development of adults likoly
to produce more of them

Prevention is much more humane and costs less than at

tempting to provide lengthy adequate treatment of adults
This recognition that the proper care of children is essential to the gen
eral welfare has been evidenced in this County by the willingness of its citi
zens to provide special taxation for education recreation health and welfare
services

Beginning with the Juvenile

Welfare Board
s approval by a popular

referendum in 1947 the school bond issue of 1950 and the other special tax
levies for school construction and maintenance Pinellas County has demonstrated
its belief that its children of today are truly the citizens of tomorrow

These expenditures from County tax funds have produced gratifying results
In proportion to the 1017 population age bracket the rise in Juvenile Court
Delinquency Cases in Pinellas County has been less than that for the rest of

the United States between the years 1950 and 1957

This is a remarkable record

not only in itself but because it has been accomplished in the face of three
serious handicaps

i

The first of these handicaps is an unprecedented population explosion
with wide seasonal fluctuations of summer and winter visitors

The estimated

increase in the permanent population between 1950 and 1959 has been 103 per
cent

But the increase in the 1017 age group has been 177 per cent

Popu

lation growth and movement place great strains on family ties and community
controls

For the rise in Juvenile Court Delinquency Cases to be held under

the national average in spite of this population increase is truly a remark
able achievement for our agencies of prevention
d

7

our churches our schools

our voluntary organizations and parents
The second handicap facing our County is the lack of adequate State
These missing or inadequate services include

services for children

1 a

residential treatment center for psychotic children 2 facilities for our
severely retarded children 3 institutional care for our delinquent chil

dren 4 adequate aid to dependent children in their own homes and 5
salary limits for State employees

The third handicap is that our children live in a community with a high
rate of adult crime

In St Petersburg the crime rate for major crimes

increased by 31 per cent from 1957 to 1958
than the national average

This increase was far higher

FBI crime statistics show that St Petersburg

i

is generally higher in the number of major crimes than other cities in the
same population bracket

Population growth and inadequate State services and the high
adult crime rate mean that we must continue to develop our preventive services
for children in spite of these handicaps
preventive services

We must expand and strengthen our

foster care child guidance marriage counselingi

licensing to prg ect
children away from their parents and homemaker service
If today we wisely invest our tax money in preventive
services for children
tomorrow we shall not only save lives but dollars

ii

DURING THE PAST YEAR YOUR JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
1

Provided 42
898 days of foster care for a total of
254 children at a net average cost of 2
17 per

83

child per daVe
2

Furnished two clinical psychologists three psychiatric
social workers and a secretary to the Child Guidance

64
31029

Clinic

3

Furnished marriage and family counseling to 500 indivi

69
455
18

duals in 355 families with 690 children for a total of
2822 consultations
4

Furnished Executive Secretary Assistant Executive

41
458
16

Secretary Clerk and office expense to the Pinellas
County License Board

5

Acted as a clearing house for information and as an

600
5
00

integrating coordinating body for the better

functioning of child welfare services
0
6

Prevented breakup of 55 families with 190 children

518
4
77

through the use of Homemaker Service
T

8

Provided consultation service to the public schools
and pre marital counseling to students
Provided emergency allowances for children from Trust

1
00
159

Funds

9

ll 013
2

General operation and administration
TOTAL

172

SOURCE OF FUNDS

70
172018

General Operating Account

159000

Trustee Account

iii

JUVEENILE MI
AR DCARp ACTVITT
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Care

Fos eA

Foster care is the placement of dependent and neglected children with

substitute parents in substitute homes when their own parents and their om
homes are unable to care for them

Foster care is the basic service for

children who are dependent and neglected

Because dependency and neglect

lead to delinquency and mental illness foster care is the primary prel
entiye
service for children

d

Foster care is not only the best substitute for a

s own home but it is also the least expensive way to care for children
child
outside their own homes

The Juvenile Welfare Board is required by law to provide for the care of

dependent juveniles and to allocate and provide funds to other agencies in
the County which are operated for the benefit of juveniles

The Board has

entered into annual interagency agreements with the Child Welfare Unit of

the State Department of Public Welfare to provide for an efficient and econ
omical administration of foster care to children

Under the terms of these

agreements the Board pays only for the cost of foster and shelter care for
dependent children

The Child Welfare Unit pays for other expenses

administration and other services in behalf of the children

salaries

The Juvenile

Welfare Board funds provided for 46
9 per cent of the total amount expended
in behalf of children by the Child Welfare Unit

By an expenditure of

96 in County funds a total of 178
802
83
92 was made available for
6144
dependent children in Pinellas County

Other funds available to the Child

elfae tlnit for services to children came from the State and Federal Gov
k

vent from collections by the Juvenile Court and from contributions by
ere
reli tives and organizations

The report of the Child Welfare Unit will be

fond in the section of this report which deals with agencies receiving

iancial grants from the Board
fi
1

During the year the number of days of care given to dependent children

in foster care increased from 36
129 to 42
898 or an increase of 18
7 per
cent

This increase is somewhat in excess of the increase in school popula

tion between the ages of 10 and 17 which was 11
6 per cent

This increase

represents not only the tremendous growth particularly in the number of chil
dren in our population but also the increased use of foster home placement

service by other agencies and individuals and the growing public awareness
The turnover in the number of children represents the

of this basic service

skill of the Child Welfare Unit workers in returning children to their own

homes after family difficulties have been adjusted by their work

The total

amount of money allocated by the Board to the Child Welfare Unit increased

from 65
76 to 83
713
96 or 27
802
5 per cent

It is to be noted that the

total fluids available to the Child Welfare Unit increased by 33
24
137
This means that 54
6 per cent of the increased funds in
the past year came
from the Juvenile Welfare Board

Collections by the Juvenile Court also in

creased from 11
82 to 14
025
34 or 26 per cent
775

This increase by the

Court represents their efficiency in securing collections from the parents of
children in foster care

A comparison of the 195758 and 195859 fiscal years

will be found in the Appendix

Another provision for children who need care away from their own hcanes
is the
shelter home

This is a home in which a number of children are cared

for on a temporary basis while arrangements are made for longtime foster
care

These arrangements involve a study of the child and of the prospective

foster home

The period of time in which children are placed in shelter

homes should not averagemore than sic weeks But the shortage of staff

has meant that personnel were not available to place children in regular
foster care and the number of chil
dren in shelter care has increased

made available bythe Board for shelter care increased from 00
070 in
4
2

Funds

58 to 00
1957
310
5
beds for this purpose

At the end of the year provision was made for 45
A subsidy of 10
00 a month per bed is paid to these

shelter homes in addition to the regular board rate

This subsidy is paid

in order to make these emergency shelter homes available to the Police De

partment and to the Juvenile Court Staff for the temporary placement of
dependent and neglected children

The report of the Child Welfare Unit indicates that school expenses

increased from 81
631 in 1957 58 to 06
1
637 in 195859
6
C

This addi

tional money was needed to care for three youngsters who have been in a
residential treatment center for emotionally disturbed children

The Board

undertook to try to rehabilitate these children and to secure the needed
residential treatment for them

While the expenses for these extraordinary

cases are high per child the savings represented to our community if these
children can be rehabilitated are worth it

Early diagnosis and treatment

may mean that these children are spared a lifetime of institutional care
in a mental hospital

At the end of the year two of them remained in care

at a residential treatment center

It was noted above that the major portion of the increased expenditures
for children in foster care came from Juvenile Welfare Board funds

Actually

State funds for the temporary care of children the first 90 days of foster
care decreased from 12
983 to 95
6
886
2

This reduction indicates the

inability of the State of Florida to fulfill its responsibility for children
A further illustration of the State
s failure to share a responsible

partnership for the needs of children is evidenced in the area of adminis
tration

At the end of the fiscal year there were only two full
time Child

Welfare workers when we need five

The reason

these other three positions

could not be filled was because of the unrealistic salary freeze placed on

State salaries by the recent Legislature
3

It is difficult to believe that

Child Welfare workers with a year
s training in a school of social work after

college graduation can be secured for a starting salary of only 00
960 a
3
The failure of the State to recognize the realities of good administra

year

tion means that our children in Pinellas County are not receiving the child
welfare services they need

The Board cannot by law provide additional funds

for administration either to create new positions or to supplement inadequate
State salaries

This situation will become more serious

The report of the

Child Welfare Unit underlines the grave situation that results from the lack
1
I

of staff and for children with special needs
separate group homes for boys and for girls

The Unit points to a need for
The Board will continue to work

with the Child Welfare Unit in order to make these necessary provisions and

will be considering with the Child lAblfare Unit the possibility of higher
board rates to attract and retain foster parents with special qualifications

The Legislature failed to remove the 81
00 limit on the total amount
available to a family receiving Aid to Dependent Children

This means that

homes will continue to be broken up for financial reasons alone and that chil
dren will have to be placed in foster care

In addition the State Legisla

ture enacted a law defining a suitable home

which will probably have the

net effect of increasing the placement of children in foster care

These ac

tions of the Legislature will result in increasing the amounts that will have
to be supplied from local funds to meet the needs of children in the coming
years

2

The Child Guidance Clinic of Pinellas y
ount
C

The Child Guidance Clinic is an outpatient diagnostic and treatment cen

ter for children with personality or behavior disorders and other forms of
emotional disturbance

up to the age of 21

The Clinic accepts for diagnosis and treatment children
It is staffed by a team composed of a psychiatrist four

clinical psychologistsand
three psychiatric social workers
t

We are required by law tto provide and maintain such

child guidance psy

chological or psychiatric clinics for juveniles as the Board determines are
needed for the welfare of the County

When the Board was established in 1948

it was decided that the most effective way we could carry out our legal obliga

tions was to support the already existing Child Guidance Clinic

With help

from the Board and with the increased funds from other sources the Clinic has

been able to expand its staff and facilities so that it is now recognized as
one of the best in the South
e

During the year the Board allocated 31
64 to the Child Guidance Clin
729
ic to pay toward the salaries of two clinical psychologists three psychiatric
social workers and a secretary

This represented 38
9 per cent of the total
In addition to this support the Clinic

cost of the operation of the Clinic

also received 31
1 per cent of its funds from the State Board of Health 12
5

per cent from the United Fund of St Petersburg 7
6 per cent from the United
Funds of Clearwater and Dunedin 7
4 per cent from Clinic fees 2
3 per cent
from contributions

The report of the Clinic will be found in the section

which deals with agencies receiving financial grants from the Board
During the fiscal year 1958
59 the Clinic saw a total of 495 children and
parents in need of diagnosis or treatment

Twothirds of the children seen ifi

the Clinic were between the ages of 5 and 13

The number in this age group in

dicates the increased importance of seeing children early enough so that the
treatment of their difficulties can be begun before they become too serious
THIS PREVENTIVE WRK IS INVALUABLE

Approximately one third of the children

were referred by schools and by the Court

The Clinic
report

emphasizes the need for a residential treatment center

for psychotic and disturbed children for they require 24 hour a day care in
order that their emotional disorders may be treated

In Florida there are no

public facilities for our emotionally disturbed children

5

Our previous annual

reports have indicated this serious gap in services for children
FOR MEETING THIS VITAL NEED IS CLEARLY A STATE RESPONSMIGITY

PROVIS 01

The Board has

tried to meet the needs of three children for care in a residential treatment

center by paying for the expenses of their rehabilitation

We regard this as

a necessary but only a temporary expenditure of County funds

The Board and Child Guidance Clinic have been cooperating with the County
Schools in a study of emotionally disturbed children

During the year a study

was made of children in elementary and junior high schools

Teachers indi

cated that 1
996 children in these grades approximately 4
per cent of all
were disturbed
children

serious or very serious

These children were grouped as serious moderately
It is estimated that at least 1
000 of these chil

dren are in need of further investigation by the schools

Even if only a s
mall

percentage of these children whom the teachers believe to be disturbed will
be in need of treatment an increase in Clinic staff and facilities is urgently
needed

At this time the Clinic is unable to keep up with the requests for

services and parents and children frequently have to wait from four to five
months for appointments

If these children discovered in the schools are rc

ferred to the Clinic in large
numbers the need for an increased staff on the

part of the Clinic becomes a critical one

No further State funds for expan

sion of our Child Guidance Clinic may be available in this biennium

There is

the possibility that the current research may pave the way for special grants
from Federal funds

It would appear however that this County will need to

prepare for an increase of approximately 40
00 for the expansion of the
000
Child Guidance Clinic

3

Marriage and Familv
Counseling

Marriage and Family Counseling is a process through which a professional
ly trained counselor assists parents to develop knowledge and skills in resolv
ing the problems that trouble them in their relationships with each other and

with their children

It is not a way to give advice or to J
udge people

It

is an attempt to to
psople gain understanding of themselves their behav
p
W
ior their attitudes and their feelings

It is the experience of the Board

over the past ten years that marriage counseling can do wonderful preventive

work if people seek help before their problems become too serious and if they
work on resolving their difficulties as long and as hard as necessary

The Board established a marriage and family counseling program as a pre

ventive service in behalf of children because problems of children are very of
ten reflections of difficulties between their parents

Long range studies over

generations have indicated that children neglected by their parents often be

come delinquent
themselves

These delinquent children in tuzm tend to marry parsons 1
Uce

They then neglect their own children who in turn become delinquent

The effort of marriage and family ccunseling is to interrupt this viciOUs cir
cle by helping parents to develop competence in dealing with each other and
with their childrea

We do not believe that parents are responsible for everything that happens
to their children

But both parents are the most importoxxt e in the

world to their children

The fathermother and husbandrh
fe relationships are
i

the keys to mzny of the difficulties that children experience in growing up to
become useful and productive citizens

The New York City Youth Board has a slogan PeWhen Family Life Stops Delin
quency S
rts
a

A recent study of 3 high school students indicated that

deLunquency was more likely where their parents were easily upset where the
homes were unhappy and where father and mother nagged and criticized the chil
dren

On the other hard delincuency was not apt to occur where there was a

good relationship of the father and the mother to each other with love ac
ceptance and firm consistent discipline

7

If a child lives with criticism he learns to condemn

If a child lives with hostility he learns to fight
If a child lives with fear he learns to be anxious
If a child lives with pity he learns to be sorry for himself

If a child lives with jealousy he learns to feel guilty

In addition to the problems we see in children we also know that marital
maladjustment masquerades in many other forms

We see it as unhappiness voca

tional ineffectiveness alcoholism psycho somatic symptoms nervous illness
mental disorders and even suicide

Marriage counseling is an effort to get

at the basis of some of these difficulties and to prevent their harmful effects
on children and families

During the year 355 new families were seen by the counseling staff

In

these families a total of 500 persons were seen individually by the counseling
staff

These 355 families contained a total of 690 children

direct contacts with the 500 individuals

There were 1
999

There were an additional 823 con

tacts by the counseling staff in relation to plans for helping them to work out
their difficulties

The counseling staff consisted of the Director whose part

time services were available after the fulfillment of his administrative respon

sibilities Mrs Nenabelle Dame an experienced social worker Dr Charles
Spital a clinical psychologist who was a member of the staff until June 1
1959

During the remainder of the fiscal year only the time of the first two

persons was available

Many persons could not be seen because of the shortage

of staff

An analysis was made of 400 persons who used the service during the year
and whose cases were closed during that time

in this group

There were 117 men and 253 women

A little less than 10 per cent of these persons had been seen

during previous fiscal years or were seen during one or more intervals in the
current fiscal year

Eighty per cent of these persons came for marital counsel

0

ing 10 per cent for
premarital counseling and 10 per cent for family or vo
cational problems

A total of 2205 per cent of these persons had been married

more than once before

When the cases of these 400 persons were closed 44 per cent were consid

eyed to be improved 27 per cent were considered not to be improved 10 per
cent did not return or left town 12 per cent were referred elsewhere and for

7 per cent information was lacking The average age of persons using the ser
vice was 34
9 years for men and 30
9 years for women

The parents in this

In the cases marked improved the num

group had an average of 2
5 children

ber of appointments with the counselor was 3
2 for men and 3
9 for women

In

the cases considered to be unimproved the number of appointments was 1
4 for
men and 2
1 for women

Of the 56 men who were considered to be improved 41

came with their wives only two of whom were considered to be unimproved or did
not return at the end of counseling

Of the 122 women considered to be improv

ed 47 came with their husbandq

In 12 per cent of the 400 individuals whose cases were closed during the

year the counselors made referrals to other agencies individuals and organ
nations

These referrals included those to doctors and psychiatrists the Child

Guidance Clinic lawyers Vocational Rehab
itation Service and other social
L
Y

agencies

These referrals are indications of the way in which the counselor

helps persons to use appropriate resources for his difficulties
The Board has so often stressed that marriage counseling works best when

people use the service before the situation becomes too serious

The ability

of people to work long enough and hard enough on their problems is a major fac
tor in their improvement

Another itrteresting fact about persons using the marriage counseling ser
vice is the number of years married

It is to be expected that persons using

the service would be encountering difficulties early in their marriages

9

Thirtysix and onehalf per cent of the persons using the service had been mar

ried less than five years 27
5 per cent from five to nine years 16
7 per cent
from ten to fourteen years 14
5 per cent from fifteen through nineteen years
and 4
8 per cent twenty years or longer

Almost two thirds of these people

were married five years or longer

Almost all of the persons seen for premarital counseling were at North
east High School

The demonstration project in premarital counseling will be

discussed in the section dealing with consultation services to the public
schools

ing

A few persons were seen at the Board offices for premarital counsel

The Board hopes that more persons planning marriages will consider posi

tively their future situations with one of the marriage counseling staff
The marriage counseling seminar begun in September 1958 for the members

of the Upper Pinellas County Ministerial Association was continued into the pre
sent fiscal year
attending it

This ten week seminar was very well received by the persons

The Director believes that this seminar has developed useful

lines of communication between the Board and the ministers in the upper part
of the County

An increased number of referrals has resulted from this seminar

Another seminar for the mini
sters in Greater St Petersburg was sponsored

by the Board the United Churches and the Ministerial Association
also a ten week seminar begun in September 1959

This was

Increased understandings of

the function and work of the Board and of the role of the minister as a pastor
al counselor have resulted from this seminar which was being continued at the
end of the fiscal year

Members of the staff continue to participate in a number of formal and in
foma3 meetings concerned With
family life and parent education

A total of 46

different talks with informal groups concerned with parent education and parent
child relationships were given during the year and reached approximately 3
400
persons

In addition to these groups staff members spoke to a total of 14

10

classes and assemblies in the Schools with a total attendance of approximately
700 students

Members of the staff also participated in television and radio

programs concerned with marriage and family problems and with mental health
Both marriage counseling and parent education are directed toward the pre
vention of dependency neglect delinquency and mental illness

These problems

have their roots and origins in the emotional climate of the family the home
and the parents

Marriage counseling helps people build and maintain more sue

cessful marriages and to get at the sources of social infection which are mar
ital conflict dissention and divorce

We must repvent the wasteful tran

sion of this infection from generation to generation

The total cost of this

preventive program last year was only 18
69
455
4 Pin
ellas Coun Li
cense Board
for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

The License Board was established by an Act of the Legislature Chapter
5 1738 of the Annotated Code

It has the power and duty to prescribe estab

lish and administer reasonable minimum standards rules and regulations to
protect the physical and moral welfare of children away from their parents

During the year the Board furnished 16
41 for this important service
458
The Board has been concerned with the licensing of group care facilities

and foster boarding homes since the original licensing act was passed in 1951
The Board believes that a child
s first experience away from his own home and
his own parents is a critical one

During this time every child is entitled

to the safety protection and care that is assured him under the License
Board Act

The Act gives
theF power to prescribe reasonable minimum stand
ards and rules and regulations relative to maximum capacity basic quality of

child care and education safety factors health sanitation physical plants
and their staffs

32

There is the equally important need to protect children againsv cther haz

Ards

A bad preschool experience can be worse for a child than none at all

The teacher who does not recognize the different levels of development for chil
dren can be a hazard

The teacher who treats five year old children as babies

or as first graders ready to read can be a physical and emotional hazard
For these reasons the Board has undertaken to support the License Board
financially

We believe that every young child who attends a group whether it

is a nursery school kindergarten or day nursery must be assured that teachers
have at least the minimum professional preparation in early childhood education
so that they can deal with children as they really are

For this reason the

License Board has cooperated with the St Petersburg and Gibbs Junior Colleges
and with the University Extension Service to make in
education avail
service

able to persons who work with children in group care facilities

The report of

the License Board which is found in the section dealing with agencies receiv

ing financial support from his shows how substantial has been the progress of
teachers in group care facilities toward securing the necessary college credits
in early childhood education

The Juvenile Welfare Board is Plugging a gap in childrents services by sup
porting the License Board and its necessary operations

During the past Legis

lative session the License Board recommended that an appropriation be added to
the License Board Act so that its necessary expenditures could be met from
County taxation

The Juvenile Welfare Board still feels that the responsibility

for the operation of the License Board and for its financial support rests
with our County

In spite of the wil
ingn of the Board of County Co
dssion

ers to include the License Board
its budget tha necessary legislation fail
in
ed to Vass the 1959 Legislature

We intend to continue support of this badly

needed eervice
until financing is secured by the amendment of the License Board
Act
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The Juvenile Welfare Doard has always served as a clearing house for in

formation collecting and recording data regarding the child welfare services
in the County

Since the legal separation of the Juvenile Court from the Board

in 1955 the data collected by us have not included any statistics on Juvenile
delinquency

The Board is required by law 4
to collect information and statistical data
which will be helpful to the Board in deciding the needs of juveniles in the
t

County

The Board is also required to consult with other agencies dedicated

to the welfare of juveniles to the end that the overlapping of services will be
prevented

To fulfill these requirements we publish annual reports and coop

erate in every way with the press to describe and report on various aspects of
our work

The assistance of all the newspapers in Pinellas County in making

this information available to the general public has been very helpful in the
success of our work

All of us are very grateful for their continued interest

and help

One of the ways in which the Board works with other agencies is through
the Multi Problem Far31y Committee of the Cormunity Welfare Council of Greater
St Petersburg

The success of this Committee in improving cooperation among

agencies has been marked

Because of this success the agencies working with

familles in the upper part of the County asked for the formation of a similar
Committee

Since January 1959 a similar Committee has been in operation in

the upper part of the County with the Director serving as its chairman

The

need here has been even greater than in St Petersburg because there are few

means by which agencies come together for joint efforts in the tapper part of
the County

These Multi Problem Family Committees are an attempt to moby
ize

social work skills
and community resources in order to attack the continuing

vicious cycle of family disintegration dependency aild delinquency
N

The

Committees recognize that a pattern of deprivation is transmitted from one gen

oration to another and that this can be broken only by skilled sympathetic and
concentrated help by inspired leadership and a
willingness to spend sufficient
sums of money in the prevention of f
amily breakdown

The Board has always participated in conferences and consultations chiefly
with County agencies and organizations
aded
c

Some of these organizations have in

The Community Welfare Council of Greater St Petersburg the Pinellas

County Health Department the Community Service Foundation the Ministerial

Associations of Greater St Petersburg and of Upper Pinellas County the United

Churches the Pinellas Association for Retarded Children the United Fluid of

Greater St Petersburg the Suncoast Civic Workshop the United Church Women
the American Red Cross the Y
A and many others
C
W

Some of the State and

National organizations have included the Florida Childrents Commission the
Florida Conference of Social Welfare the Florida Association on Children under

Six the McDonald Training School for Retarded Children the White House Confer
once Flaming Committee the National Education Association the American Asso

ciation of Marriage Counselors the Groves Conference on Marriage and Fhmily

Living the National Probation and Parole Association and many others

The

Director serves on the Board of the Commmity Welfare Council of Greater St

Petersburg and is a member of the Budgets and Admissions Committee of the
United Fund of St Petersburg

The Director also participated in the prepara

tion of St Petersburgts entry for the AllAmerica Cities Award

This competi

tion was based on outstanding projects for cities in the entire country and

the St Petersburg application was based on its coordinated services to children
and youth
When Florida collected material on outstanding programs for children the
Board submitted material to the White House Conference on the in school counsel

of 19491955 the marriage counseling program the pre marital
program
ing
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counseling program the homemaker service and the Pinellas County License
Board

The total cost of staff time assigned to this important work of coordi

nating services for children and developing cooperation between agencies was

600
5
00
6

Homemaker Service

Homemaker service is the placement of a trained substitute mother in the
home during the real mother
s absence because of illness or other crisis

This

service allows the father to continue his work and his responsibilities while

the children live in their accustomed surroundings during this time of crisis

The homemaker helps families to stay together in time of emergency and to pre
vent family breakdown

The Board regards this Homemaker Service as a key pro

gram for keeping families together

During the year 55 families which included 190 children were served by
two fulltime homemakers and other parttime homemakers on call

The direct

cost of this important program was 19
406 for which 342
2
42 was received in

reimbursements making the net cost 77
058
2

The number of families receiv

ing homemaker service was 53 per cent greater than during the previous year
The Board
s Homemaker Service is limited to families with children

The

homemaker supplies child care and household management during the absence or
disability of their real mother

She is not to be regarded as a housekeeper

nurse or maid but as a substitute mother

The families who use this service

pay what they can toward the cost
The Juvenile Welfare Board staff screens all requests for this service

Some of the inquiries are referred by the Project Supervisor to other agencies
to meet families special needs

Because of her activity in supervising home

makers and screening requests for this servi e a certain portion of her salary

to the
allocated
is
total cost making it 77
518
4
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The demonstration program in pre marital counseling was initiated in 1956
by Northeast High School and Dr Finck

This program was continued during the

past school year and one morning a week was made available except when emm
ination periods holidays or the absence of the Director prevented
The students came to Dr Finck on a voluntary basis and were referred by

guidance counselors school administrators teachers or by other students

During the year 30 different students were seen in a total of 67 counseling in
terviews

The largest number of interviews with any one student was 9 the
All students except one were female

average was 2

One of the female Stu

dents was married

Although most of the students believed that they received no specific help

frown the schools in preparation for marriage and family living it was notice
able that many appeared to have well thought out realistic plans for marriage
sometime after graduation or even farther in the future

But there were still

a substantial number looking to marriage for solution of their own personal

problems and their difficulties in family and social relationships

In this

latter group the outstanding feature was the breakdown in comrm nications with
their parents

It was noticeable that in those situations where counseling

was successfully used communications with parents improved and that this im
provement came about as a result of the students

ability to take the initia

tive in seeking out new ways to talk with their parents

Again this year it was observed that almost all the students who had re
cently moved from other parts of the nation appeared to have problems of educa
tional personal and social adjustment

Attempts to solve these problems

have included early and excessive dating premature engagement hasty mariage
and premarital
sexrelationships

Recent research bears out this observation

that the greater the number of schools students attend the greater the chance
16

for socially unacceptable behavior to occur

Another factor cited in this

study was the
greater frequency of undesirable behavior among students who ex
pected to stay where they were for less than a year

It is to be hoped that

school administrationts plans for tests and measurements will afford an oppor

tunity for testing this impression which has been gained from only a very small
number of situations

During the years this program has been in operation it has been possible
to observe the
increased effectiveness of the schoolls guidance programs

Most

of the students seen had reasonably clear ideas about what they wanted to do
educationally and vocationa7lye

Earlier and improved tests such as the Gen

eral Aptitude Test Battery of the State Bnployment Office would have proved
helpful to some of these students

It was never possible for all students who wished to use the pre marital
counseling servicee to be seen by the counselor

This year demonstrated

again that if this service is offered students will voluntarily and effective
ly use it

The acceptance of the program and its success has been largely the

result of the cooperation and interest of the administrative staff guidance

counselors and teachers of Northeast High School of which Mr John Sexton is
principal

In addition to the pre
marital counseling program in the public schools
the staff had a total of 112 contacts with teachers principals visiting

teachers and special education personnel

These contacts are in addition to

the marl discussions and talks with school and parent groups

A11 of this activ

ity resulted in a number of complex counseling situations being referred to
our
marriage and family counseling service by school personnel
During the past year the Director has served on the public school steering

committee on the study of the emotionally disturbed child
beE made by this committee

Further progress has

Efforts are being made to secure national research
17

funds for continuing this propam

The number of c
mot onally disturbed chil

dren discovered by the teachers is discussed under the section dealing with the
Child Guidance Clinic

We feel that it

s important that research funds be se

cured for this program and that the school
s responsibility for discovering

emotionally disturbed children be continued
The Board congratulates the Pinellas County School Board for expanding the
schools program in ps7chological guidance and social work services

There

are now four psychologists and 15 social workers or visaing teachers se
rving
the school system

While this is an impressive beginning national figures in

dicate that there should be one social worker for each 1
000 students

On the

basis of the present school census there should be about 50 visiting teachers
The Board staff has cooperated with the coordinator of family life educa

tion in the public schools and has taker part in various meetings and workshops
held under these offices

We fees that this fam7 life education program repre

sents a long needed step in the direction of working with parents of children
Members of the Juvenile Welfara Board staff have been glad for the opportunity

of workdng with the teachers of courses in nursing education social s
government etc

The membership of the Superintendent of Publid Instruction on the Juvenile
fare Board has contributed largely to the very successful working relation
1ne
ship between the Board and the Schools

Consultations and premarital consel

ing services the schools was est1nated to cost 00
140
1
8

mere n

Allm
4ances and Trust Funds for Children

The Poard has long recognized that there are some urgent emergency needs
for children that cannot be met out of tax funds

Over the years of the Boardts

oparation v riou3 individuals have eTressed their apprec ati
on of th BoardIs
de

by contributing money which is placed in a general

Buin
g the year 194
90 was received from individuals and organic
18

coouit
a

b cns for the

trust fund and 159
00 was spent last year from these funds for dental care and
camp fees
9

General 22eration and Administration

Board is fortunate in being able to rent the St Petersburg office in
The
the County Building from the Board of County Commissioners

This arrangement

is very convenient for cooperation with other County Departments

During the

year an arrangement was worked out with the Child Guidance Clinic to share
their office in Clearwater

This office is used for the marriage and family

counseling service in the upper part of the County

In exchange for the use of

the office and the services of the secretary the Board paid 25000 a month to
the Child Guidance Clinic

In addition to rent other expenses for general operation and administra

tion include telephone and telegraph office expense travel bonds dues and
insurance

In this item of general administration there is included a portion

of the salary of the Director and of the administrative secretary

These ex

penses for general operation and administration total 11
23 and comprise
013
approximately only 7 per cent of the total expenditures
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REPORT ON LEGISLATION

B

The Legislature of 1959 failed to take constructive action on meeting the
needs of Florida
s children

A report on the Board
s recommendations in the

195758 annual report follows
1

The State Legislature failed to rempve the res
triction of 81
00 as the

total amount available to a family receiving Aid to Dependent Children

This

unrealistic limit on the amount of money the family may receive regardless of
size in these days of inflation means that families will continue to break up
because of economic need
foster care

When homes are broken children must be placed in

These children are paid for at County expense

The failure of

the State to adopt a realistic program for Aid to Dependent Children means a
continual drain on County Tax Funds

The Legislature also failed to adopt re
These salary limitations mean that

alistic salary schedules in regard to staff

positions in the Child Welfare Services cannot be filled

At the end of the

fiscal year only two of the five positions in the Child Welfare Unit were filled
This administrative cost is a State responsibility

No matter how adequately

the County furnishes funds for the boarding of foster children the foster care
program cannot succeed unless the State of Florida does its share
2

Residential Treatment Center for Emotionally Disturbed Children

The Legislature failed to take any action in providing money for an in

patient treatment center for severely disturbed children in Florida
institution is clearly a State responsibility

This

As a result of the State
s

failure to furnish this service the Board paid the expenses of three Pinellas

County children at a private residential treatment center outside the State
3

Mental Health Services

The Legislature failed to increase the funds for community mental health
services including Child Guidance Clinics

This means that these clinics will

have to get along on the same amount of money they had in the previous biennium
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Most of these clinics including our own have waiting lists

The lack of

funds means the clinics will be uzable
to keep pace with our rapidly growing

population and the incr
r0mg needs of our children
ea
4

State Institutions for Child

The Legislature voted Finds to continue with the construction of the Sun
land Training School in Lee County but the program has been c xt back from

000 beds as originally planned to 750
1
be opened sometime in 1960

It is expected that this center will

Additional beds will be provided by the transfer

of the State Tuberculosis Hospital at Orlando to the Division of Child Training
Schools

The lack of State facilities for retarded children has meant delays

of up to two years before admission

The strains on families that result from

the lack of institutional facilities are the results of the Statets failure to
The addition of the State Training School

appropriate sufficient funds in time

in Okeechobee County will provide some additional institutional care for delin
quent children but this program has also been cut back

There have been de

lays of six weeks and longer in the admission of children to our training
schools

5

Pinellas County License Doard
The Juvenile Welfare Doard and the Pinellas County License Board recom

mended that the License Doard Act be amended to include financial support by
Pinellas County

Despite the willingness of the Board of County Commissioners

to undertake this program the recommended legislation failed to receive ap
proval

During the next two years our Board will continue to be financially

responsible for this important program which serves to insure suitable care for
nearly 3
000 children in our County
6

Legal Responsibility for Adopted Children

The Legislature failed to take any action on the recommendations to pro
tect children who are placed for adoption by interested third parties
21

The

damage that can be done and is being done to children for lack of legal pro
tection is serious

It is to be hoped that another Legislature will be able to

see the necessity for a publicly supported adoption service for the protection
of children who are presently being placed for adoption without regard to their
best interest and welfare

All of us interested in Juvenile Welfare urge you and every citizen to

talk to candidates for the Legislature about these urgent problems concerning

our children and ask their support of every measure coming before the Legisla

ture in 1961 that has to do with the State assuming its financial responsibility
in these matters
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STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE DISTRICT k
CHILD WELFARE UNIT

3200 Fifth Avenue South St Petersburg Florida

Phone

ORange 1
6151

Mrs W A McMullen Chairman
George Allen Vice Chairman

Pinellas County
Mrs John M Philli

r

Mrs E B Toppin
Mrs W
illiam Johnstone
Mrs R L Sample
Dr John L Cooley
William M MacKenzie

Pasco County

Allen M Thompson
William H Green
Hernando County

Mary Belle Rogers

Citrus
un
C
ty

Harvey Edwards
Mrs Thelma L Sheffield

STAFF

Charlotte Bytner

Acting Child Welfare Supervisor

A W Dothmann

Child Welfare Worker

E L Codol

Child Welfare Worker

Helen McRae

Chil d Welfare Worker parttime

Mrs Nona Grotecloss
Mrs Norma Lamb

Child Welfare Worker halftime
Ch Welfare Worker calftime
d
ii

Mrs Betty Li
ppke
Mrs Maude C McIntire

Adoption Worker

Mrs Helen Tong
Mrs Francys Presnell
Mrs Louise Allen

Secretary
Stenographer
Stenographer

Child Welfare Worker 12 hours per week
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CHILD WELFARE UNIT

Casework services were provided for 893 children during this year which
indicates an increase of 101 children as compared to last year

The rapid growth of our County and the increasing request for service to
families and children from Child Welfare Unit is creating a grave situation in

that we are unable to render effective service due to the lack of staff and

lack of adequate facilities for children with special needs

More specifically

the need is acute for a separate group home for boys and for girls

These

youngsters have special needs and this requires foster parents with special
skill to work with them

Consideration should be given to these parents in

terms of higher boarding rates to attract and retain people who have the neces
sary qualifications

This type of program would not be a substitute plan for

children who need help from a residential treatment center

This continues to

be an acute need in the community as more and more we receive requests for this
particular type of placement

Juvenile Welfare Board Juvenile Court and Child Welfare Unit State De

partment of Public Welfare are looking at our shelter
45 beds available now

care program

We have

In order to give more effective service it may be neces

sary to expand these facilities as our Court referrals seem to be increasing
There has been almost complete change in Sccial Work Staff in the Child
Welfare Unit since May of 1959

During this period Miss Eleanor Cettles was

granted educational leave to complete her graduate training at Tulane Univer
sity

Mr Ehrenzell
er transferred to Tallahassee

to complete her graduate training
a position in Maryland

Miss Marie Ansingh resigned

Mrs Catherine Crawford
resigned to accept

Mrs Priscilla Colby Supervisor is also on educa

tional leave and is completing her graduate training at Tulane University

We

were fortunate to have had Mr Chohany during June July and August but he also
returned to
adnate School in September
h
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At present our Child Welfare Staff includes Mr Dothmann who has been

with the Unit for the past year and Mr Codol who joined us in June

We are

fortunate to have these men on our staff as our teenage group of bcys is

steadily increasing
Workers

This constitutes our full time staff of Child Welfare

Miss Helen McRae joined our Unit in June and is a great asset as she

is developing our Negro foster homes and is attempting to expand this greatly
needed resource

In addition her position carries responsibilities for a par

tial ADC caseload

As we have been unable to fill vacancies we have hired

three other parttime workers on an emergency basis

Mrs Nona Grotecloss has

returned to the Unit 2 days a week to help us cope with vacancies and the
increased caseloads

Mrs Detty Lippke was hired to do foster home studies

she is only working 12 hours a week because of family responsibilities

She is working only 2 days a week be

Norma Lamb joined the Staff recently

cause of family responsibilities

Mrs

Mrs Maude McIntire continues as Adoption

Worker Mrs Helen Tong as Stenographer II and Mrs Francys Presnell and Mrs
Louise Allen as Stenographer Its

Miss Charlotte Dytner is Acting Child Welfare

Supervisor

This complete turnover in staff has had its effect on the quality volume
and service rendered by the Unit

If we continue to grow at this rapid pace we will again be faced with
financial problems

One cannot estimate exactly how marry children will need

foster home placement in the next year but from our previous experience we can
expect a continuing increase
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SOURCE OF FUNDS

Juvenile Welfare Board for direct services

2
475
78

Funds from Juvenile Welfare Board maintaining
shelter homes

00
5010

State and Federal funds for direct services

74
405
28

Payments from parents and other relatives

to reimburse State and Federal Funds
Payments from parents and other relatives
to reimburse Local Funds

Payments from Juvenile Court Parents

592
1
86
621
9
4
hl
34
775
14

Contributions from Organizations and from
interested individuals

0

92
644
133

Administrative cost including salaries office
supplies and mileage paid by Federal and
State Funds approximately

00
000
45

Total cost of office equipment approximately
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850
4
00

TANGILLE SERVICES GIVEN TO 459 DIFFERENT CHILDREN UNDER CARE DURRMG YEAR

FOSTER CARE

Local Funds Inc Juvenile Welfare Doard parents
and other reimbursements
Total days of child care during year

898
42

At total of 103
464032 for 254 different
children or an average cost per child per day
of 2
40
TEMPORARY CARE

State Funds Inc parents and other reimbursements

Total days of child during year
At total cost of 95
886 for 33 different children
2
or an average cost per child per day of 2
01

438
2
1

SHELTER CARE State Funds Inc parents and other reimbursements
Total days of child care during year
35 for 190 different
298
11

523
4

At total cost of

children or an average cost per child per day of 02
50
FOSTER CARE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 6 State Funds
Total days of child care during year

591
1

At total cost of 25
936 for 10 different
2

children or an average cost per child per day of 91
85
HOUS

State Funds and Federal Funds
Total families receiving service

SERVICE

9

At cost of 64
006 involving 38 children
1
MATERNITY CARE

State Funds and Federal Funds

Total mothers receiving financial help
urmarried
At cost of 970000
RETURNING RUNAWAYS

6

State Funds and Federal Funds

Total children receiving service

At cost of 535
78
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CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

Phone 57656

1032 Central Avenue St Petersburg Florida

Mrs Bert L Skelton President

Mr Charles Everingham Jr

Mr Michael L Whitman Vice President

Mrs W H Groves

Mrs W V Salter Treasurer
Mrs William A Truslow Recording Secretary
Mrs Richard L Crago Corresponding Secretary
Mr Orville A Allen Jr
Mrs Philip D Amick

Mrs Detty A Gillespie
Mr W
illiam Hough
Mrse J 0 Hoilze

Mr Milton D Cole

Rev Walter N Kalaf
Mrs Thomas Mathers
Mr Clifford Peale
Mrs Frank A Stead

Mr E G Deane

Mrs G H Whitley

Mr Russel V Carr

STAFF

Dr Alfred D Koenig

Director

Mrs Dorothy D Drodie

Chief Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist

Mrs Charles M Coaker
Mr Lawrence H Ricker
Mr Daniel E Ward
Mrs Marion M Hinton

Chief Psychiatric Social Worker

Dr Harold C Rivkind

Psychiatric Social Worker and

Dr Walter H Dailey

Consultant Neuropsychiatry
Consultant Growth
Development

Assistant Director

Dr Milton D Cole

EEI
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CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC OF PDU91AS COUNTY

The Child Guidance Clinic of Pinellas County Inc wishes to thank its
many friends for their continued interest and support

Contributions to meet

specific Clinic needs were made by Mrs William D Buck the WestSide Opti
Mrs the Episcopal Church Women of Clearwater the Gammu Nu Sorority the
Theodore Luce Foundation and La Sertoma

The Lions Club of St Petersburg has

paid for the electroencephalograms for indigent children from September 1957

up to the present time

They are hoping that some other organization will take

over this project for the coming year

In addition many people contribute an

nually through membership in the Child Guidance Clinic
During the past year the Clinic received its financial support from six
different sources

9 per cent of Clinic funds were received from the June
38

nile Welfare Board 31
1 per cent from the State Board of Health 12
5 per cent
from the United Fund of St Petersburg 7
6 per cent from the United Funds of
Clearwater and Dunedin 7
4 per cent from fees and 2
3 per cent from contribu

tions both general and special
The Clinic Board of Directors has drawn up the plans to establish a Trust
Fund to be called the Trust Fund for the Child Guidance Clinic

It is hoped

that in time the Fund will be a source of additional income

During the past year 589 children 495 new and reopened cases and 94 car
ried from 195758 were seen for a total of 3
281 contacts

During this period

490 cases were closed leaving 99 children still in the process of diagnosis
and therapy

An analysis of the 490 closed cases shows that 16 per cent of the patients
were seen for therapy 60 per cent for diagnostic studies li per cent for
adoution studies and in 13 per cent of the cases the parents only were seen for
counseling

Of the facetoface contacts 57 per cent were for therapy 36 per cent
29

with the children and 21 per cent with their parents 40 per cent for diag
nosis and 3 per cent were consultation sessions with the parents in cases where
we did not need to see the children

The ratio of boys to girls remains approximately the same namely 63 per

The majority of children 67 per cent are

cent boys and 37 per cent girls

between the ages of five and thirteen

Excluding the adoption studies 11 per

cent 6 per cent of the children seen were younger than five years and 26 per
cent over thirteen years

Only 48 per cent of the children seen at the Clinic are still living with
both of their natural parents

In 11 per cent of the cases there was a step

parent in the home 5 per cent were adopted9 and 36 per cent came from foster
homes or broken homes

In 29 per cent of the cases the mother worked outside

of the home

The children were referred from a variety of sources and for a variety
of reasons

34 per cent of the cases were self referred 24 per cent by dif

ferent commmity agencies 16 per cent were school referr
as 15 per cent court
referrals 9 per cent by physicians and 2 per cent from all other sources

Of the 490 children 14 per cent were found to have some organic brain dis
turbance and I
1 per cent were mentally retarded

Of the very disturbed children

5 per cent were frankly psychotic and were in need of twenty fourhour care and

one per cent had a physical disorder of considerable seriousness in connection
with a prolonged emotional upset

In 6 per cent of the cases the children

were psychoneurotic and in 19 per cent emotionally immature

dren usually make good progress in psychotherapy

These latter chil

An additional 7 per cent of

the children had personality traits that were very disturbing to their parents

and society in general but caused the children themselves little discomfort
and therefore they rarely responded to psychotherapy

In 9 per cent of the

cases the children
were found to have problems that arose primarily from
30

difficult environmental situations so that when these disturbing conditions

were changed the children usually returned to they former level of adjustment
A

Another 12 per cent of the children were foimd to have no psychiatric disorder
and 15 per cent were not diagnoeed

In the latter cases a parent was usually

seen for several counseling sessions

Participation in community mental health activities is an important part

of the Clinic program and 7
6 per cent of total staff time was spent in this
way

Besides the regularly scheduled consultation sessions with the Juvenile

Welfare Board the Visiting Teachers the Family and Childrents Service Inc
and the Juvenile Court Dr
Koenig Clinic Director is a consultant to the
Club Speech Clinic
Sertcma

In addition to this he is chairman of the Mental

Health Section of the Florida Public Health Association and a member of the Ad

Hoc Steering Committee for the determination of St Petersburg
s health needs
during the next ten years consultant to the South Pinellas Mental Health Asso
ciation consultant to the Multiple Sclerosis Association and a member of the
Juvenile Court Judgets Committee for studying the handling of juvenile delin
quency in the County

Dr Rivkind Administrator is president of the Florida

Conference of Social Welfare delegate to the Jewish Community Council chair
man of the Welfare Committee of the Optimist Club and active in the United Fund

Campaign

Mr Coaker is cooperating with several other agencies in the organi

zation of a local Big Brother League

He is also on the steering committee of

the Pinellas County Sheriffts Junior Deput
T League

Mrs Brodie is on the

steering committee for the Pinellas County School System Survey to determine

the mental health needs of school children and is also cooperating in a State

Board of Health research project

Throughout the year every staff member has

had a number of speaking engagements to various interested groups
In 1959 the Clinic was found to meet the standards of the American Board

of Psychological Services Inc and is listed in their Directory
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This is an

independently incorporated Board founded by the American Psychological Asso
ciation in 1954

The Board is a non profit organization working in the inter

est of high standards of psychological services to the public
The Clinic is very unfortunate in that it has lost one staff member
and is
in the process of losing another
worker resigned September lst

Miss Carmen Roccaforte psychiatric social
We were fortunate however in
obtaining Miss

Einestine Ricou from St ElizabethIs Hospital of Washington D C to replace
her

Dr Koenig resigned as fulltime Director of the Clinic September nth

in order to go into private practice

Dr Koenig will be with the Clinic on a

time basis until a replacement is found
part
The Clinic is desperately in need of more professional workers

September 30th there was a waiting list of 98

As of

In other words a person in

need of Clinic help must wait at least four to five months before he can be
seen

We can expect this situation to get worse instead of better because of

the rapid increase of population

If a community is to meet the mental health needs of its children it

should according to national standards provide one psychiatric team consist
ing of the halftime services of a psychiatrist one psychiatric social worker
and one psychologist for every fifty thousand population

Since the present

population of PineIlas County is approximately 28
400 the Clinic should have
five to six psychiatric teams

Actually it has the equivalent of three teams

The Clinic has the physical space but not the funds for two more psychiatric

social workers one more psychologist and one more psychiatrist

This

with

the present staff of four psychologists three psychiatric social workers and

one psychiatrist wculd give the Clinia five psychiatric teams enough person
nel to meet the present mental health needs of the children of Pinellas County
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THE PINELLAS COUNTY LICENSE BOARD

for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes
Phone 780191

211 County Building St Petersburg Florida

Mrs H W Holland

Dr W C Dallard
Dr H D Williams Vice chairman
Rev Robert E Coleman Jr
Miss Joan Dangler
Dr George H Finck
Mr Chas R Fischer

Mr Joel Hunter

Mr Edward A Linney
Mrs W A McMullen

Judge Chas 0 Parks Jr

Mrs 011ie Mae Fox

Mrs Richard Sample
Mrs John Strickland

Mrs Daya Harrison

Miss Joyce Wamick
Miss Marion Watson

Mr James E Hendry
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Mrs Richard Sample

Dr George H Finck Chairman

Miss Marion Watson

Mr Joel Hunter

Dr H D Williams

STAFF

Ruth Jefferson M
A
Executive Secretary

Helen E McDowell B S
Assistant Executive
Secretary
Frances E King
Secretary

Louise M Terrill M
A
Supervising
Foster Boarding Homes
orki

October 1 1958

September 30 1959

The Pinellas County License Board as stipulated by Florida Statutes

Chapt 57
1738 is composed of the Pinellas County Childrenfs
Committee of the Florida Children
s Commission

The services of Mrs Louise M Terrill Project Supervisor are lent to
the License Board by the Juvenile Welfare Board
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S COUNTY LICENSE BOARD
3 INT
FOR DAY SM
NUF AND FOSTER BOARDING HOMES

It is the function of the License Board and its staff to provide direction

for the operators and staff members throughout the County in maintaining a ser
vice for young children at least on the level of the minimum standards outlined
in the Rules and Regulations Governing Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

It is expected and hoped that an increasing number of operators will call upon
the License Board staff for consultative service in connection with planning

programs with seeking a better understanding of individual children and with
other areas not outlined in the Rules and Regulations
The minimum standards set forth in the Rules and Regulations include defini

tions and outline requirements ouch as the amount of space required per child

In a day nursery the ratio of adults to children minimum health safety and

sanitary regulations and the
basic quality of child care

Of especial interest

is the limited educational requirement for staff in kindergartens and child care
centers which is new to Pinellas County and is not found elsewhere in the South
east

In adopting these standards the Board realized that a good many local

nurseries could not qualify in all respects

These would be nurseries operating

in good faith that the services they provided were desirable for children

To

meet this situation the Board devised a system of issuing short term or provis
ional licenses to facilities whose operators showed cooperation and a full li
cense for 12 months to groups which meet all the standards

ation is evident the short term license may be reissued

As long as cooper
Both the short terra

and the 12 month license connote License Board approval

Four License Board meetings a year are stipulated by the statute and it was

The License Board was authorized by Statute Chapter 571738 to establish
and adm1hister minimum standards

The Rules and Regulations currently in use

wars ac opted April 1958
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on these dates this year that licenses were issued

The Executive Committee

has met frequently to carefully consider each license application and special
cases

The License Doard staff has been responsible for processing applications

visiting nurseries and homes consulting with operators and reporting to the
Executive Committee and Board

As of September 30 1959 there were a total of 64 licensed day nurseries
in the County and 135 licensed Foster Boarding Homes in the County

The Exec

utive Committee which considered new applications has recommended that the

Board at its October 6 meeting issue three new day nursery licenses and 26 new
foster boarding home licenses

The September 30 breakdown of these facilities

in accordance with the type of license held child capacity and staff employed
follows

DAY NURSETUES
TYPE OF LICENSE

LICENSED CHILD
CAPACITY

NUNDER LICENSED

NUMER OF STAFF
EFPLCYED

excluding main

tenance personnel
White dren
25

829

39

12

714

49

6

224

22

1

20

1

Day nursery

12

360

28

Total

56

2147

139

Kindergarten

Kindergarten
nursery school
Kindergarten

day nursery
Nursery school
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TYPE OF LICENSE

NUN13ER LICENSED

LICENSED CHILD
CAPACITY

NUMBER OF STAFF
BIPLOYED

Negro QQt
en
Kindergarten
day nursery

3

224

13

Day nursery

12

Total

8
64

GRAND TOTAL

164

2544

FOSTER DOARD VGHOMES
TYPE OF LICENSE

NUMBER LICENSED

LICENSED CHILD CAPACITY

White Children
Foster Boarding

Homes 24 hr care

9

19

110

312

Care Hone

12

26

Total

131

357

Family Day Care Homes

Daytime care only
Both Foster Boarding
Home
Family Day

0

Foster Boarding

Homes 24 hr care

1

2

2

6

1

4

Family Day Care Homes

Daytime care only
Both Foster Boarding
Home
Family Day
Care Home

Total

GRAND TOTAL

12

369

135
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Two licensed day nurseries ceased operation during the year one so that
the owneroperator could change professions and the other so that the owner

operator could reapply for a Family Day Care Home license During the year
one day nursery license application was denied
new management was made and a license was issued

In this case application under
Eleven Family Day Care Home

licenses were denied and these facilities discontinued care of children

The License Board issued six full 12 month term day nursery licenses on
October 6
4 1958

During the year a total of 12 full licenses had been issued

The Executive Committee recommended the issuance of 13 fall licenses at the

October 1959 Board meeting

This will mean that 18 nurseries have full li

censes a gain of 12 during the year

During the same time a total of 101 pro

visional short term licenses had been granted

The size of this figure re

fleets the fact that during the course of the year more than one license was
issued to single nurseries

The Board is pleased to report some degree of progress was shown by every

day nursery in efforts to meet standards set forth in the Rules and Regulations

The most frequent deficiencies were in meeting the educational requirements and
the minimum space per child stipulation
available

Enough qualified teachers were not

The Pinellas Preschool Association St Petersburg Junior College

Gibbs Junior College and the University Extension Division have cooperated close
ly with the License Board in arranging suitable evening classes offering credit
on a university or a junior college level

Two Junior College classes offering

terainal credit not transferable to another college or university have been
provided by St Petersburg
Junior College this year

Gibbs Junior College for

Negroes initiated September 1958 a two year terminal curriculum in evening
jourses Ln Early Education
hildhood
C

Nursery and kindergarten personnel who

have net earned the required high school diploma may take the high school equiv
alency emmination

The public schools provide appropriate tutoring classes for
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those who feel the need of special study before taking this test

All these

educational opportunities have been wellsupported by nursery and kindergarten
teachers

At the time of the adoption of the Rules and Regulations April 1955 only 40
of the 141 staff members in the 61 licensed groups met the educational re
quirements

Since then during two summer sessions and two regular semesters

at least 90 staff members have enrolled in school courses

17 of the already qualified staff members have attended classes and

have therefore already met the requirement for one course every 3
years

17 have become qual
ified since April 1958 because of satisfying the
college or Early Childhood Education requirements
8 will be qualified at the end of the Fall semester

48 have enrolled in classes and are in the process of meeting quali
fications

4 plan to enroll but have not been able to thus fare
5 do not signify a willingness to
attend courses

Figures are incomplete because a number of new staff members have been em
ployed and some have resigned A willingness to enroll has been signified
to the License Board staff by the new employees who do not already qualify

At least 50 nursery and kindergarten teachers are enrolled in appropriate
evening courses this fall

Enthusiastic interest has been shown in a popu

lar Early Childhood Education university extension course scheduled for the
spring semester

Visits by the License Board staff in nurseries where newly

learned theories and lessons are being put to work indicate that the
work is practical and beneficial

3 licensed facilities for exceptional children are not included since suit
able specialized ed
acattion opportunities for the staff members are not avail
able within the County
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The space requirement 30 square feet of indoor play space per child and
100 square feet of outdoor play space per child presented a real problem to

some of the facilities whose buildings and playgrounds were small

Recognizing

that rarely were all enrolled children in attendance at the same time the Board

changed the indoor space requirement to state that the maximum number of chil

dren shall be computed to mean the number of children enrolled as figured at 30

square feet per child plus 12 per centte
cases

This eased the problem in a number of

As of September 30 efforts toward meeting the space requirement were

evident as follows

17 nurseries had remodeled or expanded interiors
11 nurseries had revised programs to make adequate use of indoor space

4 nurseries had reduced enrollment to meet the capacity requirement
4 nurseries still need to provide adequate indoor space
2 nurseries signify plans for improvement

18 nurseries have acquired an adequate playya
rd

Other requirements have been met by nurseries in such respects as the fol
lowing
screening windows

providing suitable fire extinguishers venting cook stoves
heating systems etc

opening exit doors outward

adding suitable indoor and outdoor play equipment
refrigerating lunches brought from home
revising record systems to adequately comply with requirements

discarding double decker beds and acquiring suitable cots
rewiring building
adding suitable tables and chairs

replanning programs to provide balance between active and quiet times
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hooking up to city sewer

providing additional toilets and lavatories
The consultative services of Board and staff are being recognized and their

services have been requested by other groups and agencies

Dr Finck has de

scribed the program on TV and also before civic and conference groups

Mr

Hunter as a member of the Community Service Foundation an organization which

supports nursery kindergartens for children of working Negro women has inter

preted the Board policies to that group

Other Board members have explained

policies to groups as well as informally to individuals

The License Board staff members Miss Jefferson and Miss McDowell have had
opportunity throughout the year to represent the Board at other group meetings
and explain Board activity

Twentytwo talks have been given by these staff

members to parents preschool teachers kindergarten boards and church commit
tees

Both Miss Jefferson and M
ss McDowell have been invited to lead discus

sion groups and to serve as panel members at meetings held in the interests of
young children

They lava represented the Board by attendance at the annual

conference of the Florida Association on Children Under Six Deland the annual
conference of the Southern Association on Children Under Six Nashville Tennes

see the Conference on the Neurologically Impaired and Gifted Child Gainesville
and the annual workshop of the Pinellas Preschool Association Indian Roeks
Beach

Miss Jefferson served on a Technical Subcommittee of the Florida Children
s

Commission Advisory Committee on Children Under Six which met three times during
the year in Deland in Gainesville and in Tallahassee

The outcome of the Sub

committee activity prepared for consideration of the Advisory Committee was an
outline of educational standards for preschool teachers in Florida and a 10 year
proposal for attaining them

Miss Jefferson was appointed chairman of the Pro

ceedings Book Committee for the 1959 FACUS Conference

IM

Miss McDowell is serving

on this committee with her and Mrs Kingfs services have been provided for the
clerical work needed for the conference report

FACUS has expressed apprecia

tion for the contribution of the License Board to the conference report

Miss

McDowell served as a member of the By
Laws comraittee of the Upper Pinellas Pre
school Association at the t
3me of the reorganization of this group

At the direction of the License Board a leayet Stop a
ndTake Time to

Look at the Kinder Nursery wchooand Da

Nu You Choosefor Your

C i d was prepared and about 3400 copies distributed to parents teachers and
others interested in group care for young children

As a result of this and bey

cause of a growing awareness of the License Board office more and more tele

phone conferences have been held with parents seeking an approved school for
their children

While it is not the policy to make specific school recommenda

tions the staff does furnish information about suitable schools and nurseries in

parents locality
Additional consultative service has been eoLght by an increasing number of
nursery operators and teachers

Numerous conferences have been held with per

sons desiring information about opening a nursery

Most of them however upon

learning the details involved in opening and maintaining a nursery on a minimum
level were discouraged and gave up the project

Continued consultation has been

sought by 12 operators who either opened a school or are in the
process of doing
so

Others have sought help in extending plans and services of existing facili

ties and have discussed at length their plans for building and equipment teach
er standards and the R
LIes and Regulations

In every case they expressed ap

preciation for the sem
Professions books and pamphlets have been borrowed with increasing fre

quency by nursery personnel

Teachers have requested help in knowing how to

deal with individual cl and in these cases a staff member has visited the

school observed the child and taken
a running account of the child activities
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to use as a basis for later discussion with the teacher

Planning programs

using space more wisely making homemade equipment providing creative activi
ties improving menus selecting additicnal equipment are all topics of confer
ences sought by teachers during the year

Although the License Board does not serve as an employment agency names

of available personnel and their qualifications are given to operators on re
quest

The operators are expected to make their own independent investigations

of these persons

The License Board staff has prepared the following duplicated materials
during the year to explain the License Board regulations and to help teachers
Suggestions for Opening a Day Nursery
Menu Plans

Equipment Suggestions and Instructions for Building

Equipment

A Bibliography of Books for Young Children
Stories to Tell Young Children

Sample Record Folders
Suggestions for a Program
A Bibliography for Nurseries and Kindergartens

It is the hope of the License Board and staff that improved services for

young children can be attained and maintained in foster boarding homes day nur
series nursery schools and kindergartens throughout Pinellas County
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BUDGET

GENERAL OPERATING ACCOUNT
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

REVENUE FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING SE T31BER 30 1959
Y1 110

01 Ad Valorum Tsooas 95 per cent of 113 mill
130

0181
003
76
09
46

00 Cash Carry Over
195

3

Interest from Investments

40
493
X228

available for Appropriation
Amount

AM

vec Budget Expenditures

88
789
16

88
789
16

000
2
00

563
1
82

00
800

24
767

00
5
1
00

443
0
1
62

FOSTER CAFE

00
130
94

32
475
93

MARRIAGE

00
500
16

69
255
14

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

00
000
32

64
729
31

LICENSE BOARD

00
490
16

41
458
16

Homemaker Service
Allowances
Bonds
Insurance

600
3
00

058
2
77

125
00
00
5
00

Dues
Rent

100 00
3
4
42

5013
371
80
40 00

SALARIM
TRAVEL

TELEGRAPH

TELEPHONE

OFFICE EXPENSE

Y COUNSELING
FAAZQ

OTHER SEMCM AND EMERGENCIES

00
183
190
Bank Balance

4142
3
00

o6

Contingency Fund

182

67905
30

September 30 1959

U S treasury Certificates of Indebtedness
Petty Cash
September 30 1959

29
373
15
1

00
50

40
493
228
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JUVENILE W
WARE BOARD

TRUST

October 1 1958
Cash on Hand

Receipts

ACCOUNT

September 30 1959
234
1
75

October 1 1958

19
219

Fiscal Year
TOTAL

00
159

Disbursed Fiscal Year

Cash on Hand

45
1

1 294
94

October 1 1959
TOTAL

45

JUVENILE VMFAR BOARD
REPORT OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CAR
TI ELVE MONTHS
October

September

58 and 1958
1957
59
D

No of Children

1957
Children Service Bureau
s
District 4 Welfare Hoard

1959

s of Care

1957

1

1957

1958 59

2 898
4

92
551
74 81
675
7 227
73

89
75
220
220
9
7

311

364

254

S

25T

35 631

Cost

1952

Emergency Shelter Care District n4 We
lfare Board

070
4
00

District 4 Welfare Board
Children Living ElseFahere
District 4 vVelfare Board
Miscellaneous Payments

5010
00
042
9
96

89
238
31

61
72

82
195758

1958 59

154
00
25
59183

637
4
41

009
11

34
149775

05
476

00
358

162

61
72
19
843

103
I

Contributed by Parents

Relatives
s Service Bureau
Children

District 4 Welfare Board
Collected from Parents

Relatives

by Juvenile Court
s Service Bureau
Children

District 4 tJelfare Board

Contributed by Organizations

Individuals

Children Service Bureau
s
District A 4elfare Board
Refunds

Fdscellaneous Receipts

Children Service Bureau
g
District 4 Nelfare Board
COST TO JUVENILE 1 BOARD

Cost per child day

Cost per child day to Juvenile Welfare Board

40
2
17
2

16 822
82
13
7
65
76

19
36
843
3 02

COMPOSITE OF JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD ACT

INCLUDING AMENDMETS 1945

1955

Chapters 23483 24826 25500 26356 H
B No 390
HOUSE BILL NO 390

AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 23483 SPECIAL ACTS OF

1945 AS THE SAME WAS AMENDED BY CHAPTER 24826
SPECIAL ACTS OF 1947 AND CHAPTER 25500 SPECIAL
ACTS OF 1949 AND CHAPTER 26356 SPECIAL ACTS OF
1949 SAID 1945 ACT HAVING CREATED FOR PINELLAS

COUNTY FLORIDA A BOARD OF JUVENILE WELFARE BY
PROVIDING THAT THE MEMBERS OF SAID BOARD SHALL BE

THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
THE VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

AND THE JUVENILE JUDGE OF SAID COUNTY AND FOUR OTHER
MEMBERS WHO SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR AND
FURTHER PROVIDING FOR THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR THE MEM
BERS OF SAID BOARD
THE PRESENT AMENDMENT PROVIDING FOR
THE ELIMINATION FROM THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD
THOSE CHARGING AND ENABLING IT TO MAINTAIN IN PINELLAS

COUNTY RECEIVING OR DETENTION HOMES FOR JUVENILES AND

TO PROVIDE FOR THE CARE OF RUNAWAY JUVENILES AND THE
PRESENT AMENDMENT FURTHER PROVIDING FOR AN ANNUAL LEVY

ON ALL PROPERTY IN PINELLAS COUNTY FLORIDA WHICH IS
SUBJECT TO COUNTY TAXES OF THIRTYTHREE AND ONETHIRD

CENTS 331
3 FOR EACH ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 00
000
1
AS ASSESSED VALUATION OF SAID PROPERTY TO PROVIDE FUNDS

SAID BOARD IN LIFT OF A TAX LEVY OF FIFTY CENTS 50t
FOR

PER EACH THOUSAND DOLLARS 00
000 OF ASSESSED VALUA
1
TION OF SAID PROPERTY UNDER EXISTING LAWS AND FURTHER
PROVIDING THAT ALL OF THE MONEY RAISED FROM SAID TAX LEVY

SHALL BE TURNED OVER TO THE BOARD AND USED FOR ITS PUR
POSES INSTEAD OF LIMITING THE MONEY IT GETS FROM SUCH

TAX LEVY TO SEVENTYFIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 75
00
000
ANNUALLY AS IS PROVIDED IN THE PRESENT LAW AND ALSO
PROVIDING THAT FIDELITY BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF 1
00
0
00
EACH SHALL BE REQUESTED ONLY OF THE Two MEMBERS OF THE

SAID BOARD WHO SIGN ITS CHECKS AND FURTHER ELIMINATING
THE REQUIREMENT OF PRESENT LAW THAT THE SAID BOARD BUD

GET AND PAY FOR THE SALARIES OF THE JUVENILE JUDGE THE
PROBATION OFFICER AND ASSISTANT PROBATION OFFICER OF

PINELLAS COUNTY FLORIDA COUNSELLORS PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Section 1

That Section 1 of Chapter 23
483 Laws of Florida

Speciah Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 25
500 Laws
of Florida Special Acts of 1949 is amended so that it will read as
follows
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Section 1

That there is hereby created for Pinellas County

Florida a Board of Juvenile Welfare which shall consist of seven 7
members

Three 3 of said members shall be the County Superintendent of

Public Instruction the Juvenile Judge and the Vice Chairman of the Board
of County Commissioners of Pinellas County Florida who each shall hold

office on the said Board during his term in office in his official capacity
stated

The other four 4 members shall be appointed by the Governor of

the State of Florida

Two 2 of the said members appointed by the Governor

shall be appointed by him to serve a term of two years 2 1 and the other two
of said members appointed by the Governor shall be appointed by him to serve

a term of four 4 years

Upon the expiration of the full terms herein

provided of each of said four 4 appointees first appointed by the Governor
under the terms of this law all appointments thereafter of members of the

said Board required to be made by the Governor shall be for the term of

four 4 years each

If any of the members of said Board required to be

appointed by the Governor under the provisions of this Act shall resign
die or be removed from office the vacancy thereby created shall as soon
as practicable be filled by appointment by the Governor and such appoint
ment to fill a vacancy shall be for the unexpired term of the person who
resigns dies or is removed from office

Section 1
Section 2

That Section 2 of Chapter 23483 Laws of Florida

Special Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 2 of Chapter 25500 Special Acts
of 1949 is amended to read
Section 2

The board hereby created shall have the following

powers and duties

a

To provide and maintain in the county such child guidance

or psychiatric clinics for juveniles as the board determines
psychological

0

are needed for the general welfare of the county

b

To provide for the care of dependent juveniles and to provide

such other services for all juveniles as the board determines are needed
for the general welfare of the county

c

To allocate and provide funds for other agencies in the county

which are operated for the benefit of juveniles provided they are not under
the exclusive jurisdiction of the public school system

d

To collect information and statistical data which will be

helpful to the board in deciding the needs of juveniles in the county

To

consult with other agencies dedicated to the welfare of juveniles to the end
that the overlapping of services will be prevented

e

To lease or buy such real estate equipment and personal prop

erty and to construct such buildings as are needed to execute the foregoing

powers and duties provided that no such purchases shall be made or build

ing done except for cash with funds on hand to employ and pay on a part or
fulltime basis personnel needed to execute the foregoing powers and duties

f

Books of account shall be kept by the board or its clerical

assistants and the fiscal affairs of such board shall be exclusively audit
ed by such of the state auditors as are assigned from time to time to audit
the affairs of the county officials of Pinellas County

Section 2
Section 3

Section 3 of Chapter 23483 Laws of Florida Special

Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 25500 Laws of Florida

Special Acts of 1949 General Laws and as it was amended by Section 2 of

Chapter 26356 Special Acts of 1949 Extraordinary Session is amended to
read

Section 3

In order to provide funds for the board there shall

be levied annually on all property in Pinellas County which is subject to
M

county taxes an additional tax of thirtythree and onethird cents 33113

for each one thousand dollars 00
000 of assessed valuation of said prop
1
erty for the year 1955 and each subsequent year

The additional tax shall

be assessed levied and collected in the same manner and at the same times
and its collection shall be enforced in the same manner and at the same

times as is provided by law for the levy collection and enforcement of
collection of other county taxes

All tax moneys collected hereafter under

the terms of this section as soon after the collection thereof as is rea

sonably practical shall be paid annually by the tax collector or the clerk
of the circuit court if he collects delinquent taxes of Pinellas County
directly to the Board of Juvenile Welfare

The moneys so received by the

Juvenile Welfare Board shall be deposited in a separate bank account and

shall be withdrawn only by checks signed by at least two 2 of the members
of the board

Section 3
Section 1

Section 1 of Chapter 24826 laws of Florida Special

Acts of 1947 as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 26356 Special Acts of

1949 Extraordinary Session is amended to read
Section 1

That after this act becomes a law the Board of

Juvenile Welfare in and for Pinellas County which is provided for under

Chapter 23483 Special Acts of 1945 shall adopt an annual fiscal year and

shall prepare for each fiscal year a budget which shall include the payment
of the salaries of such personnel as the board is authorized to employ and
compensate and shall pay from its funds the salaries

The board shall also

anticipate its income and expenditures and prepare an annual budget of the
same which budget shall be certified to the Board of County Commissioners

of Pinellas County on or before the first day of July of each year and
said budget shall also be subject to approval by the Budget Commission of
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Pinellas County as is provided by law

The fiscal year of the board shall

be the same as the Board of County Commissioners

The fiscal affairs of

said board shall be exclusively audited by such of the state auditors as are
assigned from time to time to audit the affairs of the county officiala
of

Pinellas County Florida

As aforesaid two 2 members of the Board of Juvenile Welfare
shall be designated by the board to sign checks for the withdrawal of the

funds of the board and the payment of the boardt
s obligation

The two 2

members who sign the boardts checks shall each give bond in the sum of one

thousand dollars 00
000 which bond shall be conditioned that the said
1
members will faithfully discharge the duties of their office

No other

member of the board shall be required to give bond or other security
Section
Section of Chapter 26356 and Chapter 25500 and Section 3 of

Chapter 24826
Section 4

All laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith are

herdby repealed
Section 4
Sectio 5 This act shall become a law immediately upon its

passage and approval by the Governor or its becoming a law without such
approval

1

STATUTE CHAPTEr

571738

Pertaining to Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes in Pinellas County

AN ACT TO REPEAL CHAPTER 27817 SENATE BILL 602 LAWS OF
FLORIDA SPECIAL ACTS OF 1951 AND TO PROTECT THE PHYSICAL

AND MORAL WELFARE OF CHILDREN AWAY FROM THEIR PARENTS OR
GUARDIANS AND TO REGULATE THE CARE OF SUCH CHILDREN BY

PRIVATE PERSONS AND INSTITUTIONS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH
CREATING A LICENSING BOARD FOR PINELLAS COUNTY THE MEMBERS
OF WHICH SHALL BE THE PINELLAS COUNTY COMMITTEE OF THE
FLORIDA CHILDRENIS COMMISSION AS SPECIFIED IN FLORIDA

STATUTES OF 1947 CHAPTER 417 SECTION 3 ttCOUNTY COMMITTEES
SHALL INCLUDE THE JUDGE OF THE JUVENILE COURT OR THE COUNTY
JUDGE IN COUNTIES HAVING NO JUVENILE COURT JUDGE A METER

OF THE DISTRICT WELFARE BOARD A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
ot

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS THE COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT OR A
MEMBER OF THE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD AND THE DIRECTOR OF THE

COUNTY HEALTH UNIT WHERE ONE EXISTS AND
FURTIER PROVIDING
POWERS FOR THIS BOARD TO PRESCRIBE ESTABLISH AND ADMINISTER
REASONABLE MINIMUM STANDARDS RULES AND REGULATIONS RELATIVE

TO DEFINITIONS QUALIFICATIONS SUPERVISION RECORDS MAXI
MUM CAPACITY BASIC QUALITY OF CHILD CARE AND EDUCATION

SAFETY FACTORS HEALTH SANITATION PHYSICAL PLANT AND THE

STAFFS THEREOF PROVISION FOR REGULAR MEETINGS AND METHOD OF
ADOPTING RULES AND REGULATIONS AND PRESCRIBING RECORD AND
LICENSE FORMS PROVIDING FOR THE GRANTING OF PERMITS
LICENSES FOR THE OPERATION OF SUCH DAY NURSERIES AND
FOSTER BOARDING HOMES THE INSPECTION OF SUCH NURSERIES AND
HOMES AND THE REVOCATION OF SUCH PERMITS FOR FAILURE TO MAIN

TAIN THE STANDARDS RULES AND REGULATIONS HEREIN PROVIDED
ANDOR PRESCRIBED BY THE BOARD

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Section 1

CREATE A BOARD

That there is hereby created in Pinellas County a Board to protect

the physical and moral welfare of children known as the Pinellas County
License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes and consisting
of the Pinellas County Committee of the Florida Childrents Commission as
specified in Florida Statutes of 1947 Chapter 417 Section 3

County

Committees shall include the Judge of the Juvenile Court or the County
Judge in counties having no Juvenile Court Judge a member of the Dis
trict Welfare Board a member of the Board of County Commissioners the
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County School Superintendent or a member of the County School Board and the

Director of the County Health Unit where one exists

The other members

shall be selected because of their interest in the needs of children their

effectiveness in promoting child welfare within the County and their
knowledge of local conditions

The Director of the Pinellas County Health

Department shall be the Chairman and administrative officer of the Pinellas

County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Hanes

Section 2

POWERS OF BOARD

The Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Board
ing Homes shall have the powers and duties to prescribe establish and ad

minister reasonable minimum standards rules and regulations for care of
children under 17 years of age being cared for away from their own parents

or guardian by any person firm organization corporation association or
society operating or conducting a home nursery institution or similar
enterprise for the care of children these minimum standards rules and regu

lations relative to definitions determining number and qualifications of
personnel supervision records maximum capacity basic quality of child

care andor education safety factors health sanitation physical plant

and the staffs thereof providing for the granting of andor renewing of
permits licenses for the operation of such Day Nurseries and Foster
Boarding Homes the inspection of such nurseries and homes and the revoca

tion of such permits for failure to maintain the standards rules and
or
regulations herein provided andor prescribed by the Board
Section 3

MEETINGS ADOPTION OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster

Boarding Homes shall hold quarterly meetings on the first Monday in
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January April July and October except when these are legal holidays and

such other meetings as may be called by the Chairman of the Board

Rules

and regulations record and license forms for the purpose of establishing
reasonable minimum standards shall be adopted at a regular meeting of the

full Board or a quorum thereof and copies shall be furnished to all persons
entitled to them

Section 4

PERSON OR AGENCY INVOLVED HOW LICENSED

No person other than relative or a person who is considering the
adoption of a child in the manner provided for by law and no institution
I

firm organization corporation association or society may receive any

child under 17 years of age for boarding or custody away from the parent or

guardian of said child and no person firm organization corporation asso
ciation or society shall operate any boarding house nursery institution or
similar enterprise for the care of children away from their own parents or

guardians unless such a person firm organization corporation association
or society shall have first procured a license from the Pinellas County Li
cense Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes empowering or author

izing such person firm organization corporation association or society
e

to care for receive or board a child or children
shall be made on blanks provided by said Board

Application for a license

The application must also

be approved by the Pinellas County Board of Health after inspection of health
and sanitary conditions

A copy of the License so issued which shall be

provided by said Pinellas County License Board for Bay Nurseries and Foster
Boarding Homes shall be on the approved form established by the said
Pinellas County License Board and shall be kept readily available by the
Licensee

Such license shall be valid for not more than one year after date

of issue but may be renewed or extended as provided for by the rules of the
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Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

Every person firm organization corporation association or society li
censed by the Board shall keep sLich records and make such reports as may
be prescribed by said Board
Section 5

CONFLICTS EXCEPTIONS

All laws or parts of laws in conflict with this Act are hereby
repealed

These provisions are not intended to revoke modify or change

any power or duties of the State Welfare Board

Provisions hereof shall be

deemed cumulative nor shall the provisions hereof have any application to

any school college or other institution now or hereafter subject to regula
tion by any governmental agency
Section 6

REVOCATION FAILURE TO COMPLY

Any such license may be revoked for violation of standards rules

regulations as herein set forth by order of the said Pinellas County Li
cense Board for Day Nurseries and
Foster Boarding Homes after a hearing for

which ten days notice shall be given and at which hearing the Board shall
receive evidence for and against the Licensee
a

Any such order if not com

plied with within a reasonable time then after reasonable notice the Pi
nellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

shall in its discretion apply to a Court of Equity having jurisdiction
over the institution and such Court of Equity shall hear and determine the

case De Novo and shall grant such relief mandatory or injunctive as the
case may require

Section 7

INVALIDATION OF PORTION

The invalidity of any rule or regulation adopted as herein provid
ed 04

not invalidate and affect any other rule or regulation similarly
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adopted hereunder and the invalidity of any portion of this act shall not
affect the validity of the remainder thereof
Section 8

REPEAL OF CHAPTER 27817 SENATE BILL 602 OF
FLORIDA SPECIAL ACTS OF 1951

Chapter 27817 Senate Bill 602 of Florida Special Acts of 1951 is
hereby repealed

Section 9

EFFECTIVE DATE

This Act shall become a law immediately upon its passage and ap

proval by the governor or its becoming a law without such approval

Became a law without governor
s approval
on June 5 1957
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